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Abstract: A review of substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) components designed for the use in
beam-forming networks working in X-Band is presented. The proposed devices are four-port and
six-port couplers and magic tees for the network. The devices take full advantage of the use of SIW
technology in order to reduce size, weight, and cost. The design processes of all devices are exposed,
and the experimental results of prototypes show the feasibility of these solutions.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) [1–3] technology has gained more and more
attention in the microwave community for its flexibility in the realization of microwave circuits [4].

The propagation and dispersion characteristics of SIWs are very similar to those of rectangular
waveguides so that the skills required for hollow waveguides can be used for SIWs. As a matter of
fact, many devices designed for waveguide technology can easily be built using substrate integrated
waveguides. Moreover, SIW devices are manufactured using standard printed circuit board (PCB)
procedures, making them simpler to build, lighter, and less expensive than a waveguide device built
with a standard process such as milling. The fact that SIW devices are realized using a dielectric
substrate allows for an easy integration with other planar circuits, for example based on microstrip
technology. The presence of the dielectric also allows for a shrinking of the dimensions with a scale
factor proportional to the square root of the relative dielectric permittivity.

Of course, the presence of a dielectric inside the waveguide increases the losses, depending on the
loss tangent of the material used. Losses are also affected by the relatively low height of the substrate
waveguides, which increases the conductor losses.

Dielectric losses can be reduced by using substrates with low loss tangent, though these substrates
are more expensive. Conductor losses can also be decreased by using thicker substrates, thus affecting
the size, weight, and cost of the device. These problems are mitigated for wide-band devices and
signal-level circuits, where additional losses can be compensated by the use of amplifiers.

Another drawback of SIW devices compared to standard waveguide ones is the limited power
handling resulting from the reduced height of the waveguide.

In this contribution, a review of devices designed and built for X-band applications is presented.
More specifically, the devices have been designed to be used in satellite digital video broadcast (DVB-S)
applications as an alternative to existing dish antennas. The goal is to have a series of devices that are
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thinner, lighter, and have less visual impact, compared to dish antennas. In order to keep the cost of
the appliances low, particular attention must be devoted to the choice of the substrates. Very low-cost
FR4 substrates are not suitable for microwave devices, since there are high losses and big uncertainties
about its dielectric permittivity. Other substrates, such as Rogers RT/duroid®5870/5880, are very good
at microwave frequencies and exhibit very low dispersions of characteristics over different samples.
However, they are very expensive, and they are also not suitable for the application under examination.
There are some mid-level substrates, such as the Taconic RF-35, used in nearly all the prototypes
illustrated in this review that are particularly suited for big antennas. They are relatively low-cost, and
they show very good behavior in terms of their losses and their uniformity in electrical parameters
over samples.

This situation can change in the future by the advent of new technologies, such as metamaterials [5–10],
that promise better characteristics thanks to artificial materials.

The manuscript is divided as follows. In Section 2 some fundamental theories about SIWs
are presented, and in Section 3 a number of devices for beam-forming networks are illustrated. In
Section 4 an array antenna for DVB-S application is designed and measured. Finally, in Section 5 a
new fabrication process for empty SIWs is proposed in order to build devices that are not affected by
dielectric losses.

2. Fundamental Theory

Figure 1 shows an illustration of a substrate integrated waveguide with the main dimensions.
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Figure 1. Sketch of a substrate integrated waveguide (SIW).

The propagation inside a SIW strongly resembles the propagation inside a classical hollow
waveguide with some important differences. In fact, the propagating modes are very close to the
TEn0 modes of the waveguide, as they are the fundamental mode of the TE10. Since the height of
the substrate waveguide is very small, the cutoff frequency of the TEmn modes with n ≥ 1 is shifted
to very high frequencies and usually are not taken into consideration. Moreover, the gaps on the
lateral walls prevent the propagation of TM modes [11,12] because the strong radiation does not allow
longitudinal currents.

In the literature there are some empirical formulas that relate the size of a SIW with an equivalent,
or effective, waveguide with continuous lateral walls. One of the most commonly used is [13]:

We f f = w− d2

0.95s
, (1)

where w is the width of the SIW, d is the diameter of the vias, and s is the spacing among vias
(see Figure 1). Weff is the effective width of a rectangular waveguide with the same propagation
characteristic, i.e., same propagation constant and electromagnetic field profile. This formula allows
the design of devices using and equivalent waveguide with continuous lateral walls, thus simplifying
the synthesis process.
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From Equation (1), the cutoff frequency of the TE10 mode can be easily computed using the
following:

Fc =
c

2
√

εr

(
w− d2

0.95s

)−1

. (2)

These formulas are very accurate when:

d
w

< 0.2. (3)

Other formulas have been proposed, by using different analytical or numerical methods [14–16],
improving the accuracy over a wider range of the d/w ratio.

There are three different mechanisms that cause losses in SIW [17,18]: conductor losses, dielectric
losses, and radiation. Conductor losses depend on the metal used (usually copper), the roughness
of the metal, and the height of the SIW. The first two cannot be directly controlled by the designer
since they depend on the quality of the copper lamination of the substrate. Of course the thickness
of the metallization should be suitably chosen depending on the frequency and the skin depth. On
the other hand, the thicker the substrate is, the lower the losses are, so there is a tradeoff between the
losses and the size and weight of the final device, especially in the case of multilayer PCBs. Dielectric
losses depend only on the quality of the substrate because they are independent on the cross-section
of the waveguide. The choice of the substrate is always a tradeoff between performance and cost.
Radiation losses are caused by the scattering from noncontiguous lateral walls. Negligible radiation
losses occur when the diameter of the vias is big enough and the spacing among them is small enough.
An empirical formula can be used to set the via spacing dependent on the diameter [18]:

s
d
< 2.5. (4)

3. Components for the Beam-Forming Network

The beam-forming network (BFN) is a microwave network that processes the input signal in
order to feed an array antenna in such a way to generate a given radiation pattern. BFNs can be very
complicated, especially when the antenna elements must be fed by signals with different amplitudes
and phases. Things become much worse when the same antenna must generate different beams,
for example, with different main lobe directions. However, for the topic of antennas for DVB-S, the
elements of the array are fed by signals of the same amplitude and phase, generating a broadside main
lobe. This also maximizes the gain of the antenna. The drawback is that the side lobes are not at their
minimum level. The main elements of a BFN are dividers, four-port couplers, magic tees, and six-port
couplers. In the following, some structures are presented.

3.1. Four-Port Directional Coupler

One of the basic building blocks of a BFN is the four-port directional coupler. There
are many examples of SIW couplers made using quite expensive substrates, such as Rogers
RT/duroid®5870/5880 [19–26]. The main goal of using a Rogers RT/duroid®substrate is to reduce
as much as possible the dielectric losses. However, an antenna for a DVB-S signal is quite big, i.e.,
comparable with the size of a commonly used dish antenna, and should be low-cost. In order to
accomplish these specifications, a less expensive substrate was used for this study. In particular, the
chosen substrate was the Taconic RF-35 (εr = 3.5), which exhibits a nominal loss tangent equal to
0.002. Moreover, the higher dielectric permittivity compared to Rogers RT/duroid®substrates can be
exploited to reduce the size of the circuits.

The coupling coefficient of a directional coupler can be different depending on the application.
For example, prototypes with a coupling of 3 dB, 6 dB, and 10 dB have been realized [19]. The most
common coupler structure used for SIW realization is the Riblet coupler [27]. This device is very simple
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since it can easily be built using a single dielectric layer. The coupler in [19] was a good example, but
it operated in K band. In [28,29], an in-depth investigation of directional couplers made with RF-35
substrate was done. The study analyzed state-of-the-art existing devices available in the literature. It
adapted the results to the new substrate and improved the frequency response in order to obtain the
desired coupling coefficient over a bandwidth from 10.5 GHz to 12.5 GHz. In [29], this was done by
first scaling the device in order to have a TE10 cut-off frequency at nearly 9 GHz, then, by changing
the shape of the waveguide walls in order to improve the matching and adjust the coupling. In the
aforementioned study, eight different couplers were designed using two different thicknesses of the
substrate. The first group of four couplers used a 0.5 mm-thick substrate, whereas the second group
used a 1.52 mm-thick substrate. For both groups the starting point was a coupler with straight lateral
walls, as the one proposed in [19]. The best results were obtained for the second group.

Three prototypes were built (Figure 2) corresponding to coupler #6, #7, and #8, as described in the
article [29]. They exhibited the best performances in terms of bandwidth, return loss, and coupling
balance. These results have been obtained by tapering the shape of the lateral walls of the couplers
in different ways. As can be seen by the photos, the connection between the devices and the SMA
connectors was made by using an SIW-to-microstrip transition, as the one proposed in [1,30,31]. The
experimental scattering parameters of the couplers are shown in Figure 3. All the measurements of
scattering parameters were done using a Keysight PNA E8361C with TRL calibration. The results
showed a low return loss and flat coupling coefficients over the band 10.7–12.7 GHz.
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Figure 3. Experimental responses for the couplers shown in Figure 2 [29]. (a) Coupler #6; (b) Coupler
#7; and (c) Coupler #8. Figures adapted from [28,29].

Another approach to the design was used in [32]. In this case, a 3 dB directional coupler was
designed starting directly from the Riblet theory. In the coupling zone, i.e., the area where the aperture
was between the two adjacent waveguides, the width of the coupler was usually lower than double
the width of a single waveguide. The reason was that, in the coupling region, only two modes (TE10
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and TE20) must be above cutoff in the passband of the device. The two modes were, respectively, the
even and odd modes of the half structure, obtained by cutting the coupler along the symmetry plane
A–A’ (Figure 4a).
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Figure 4. Four-port directional coupler. (a) Sketch of the coupler; (b) Photograph of the coupler. Figures
adapted from [32].

Following the Riblet theory, in order to design a 3 dB coupler, the even and odd circuits must be
matched, and the phase difference between the transmission coefficients in even and odd cases must
be equal to 90◦. Differently from the coupler shown in Figure 2, the connection between the device
and the SMA connectors was made using the transition proposed in [33]. In this way, the coupler was
completely closed, thus avoiding any radiation loss due to the transitions. The final size of the device
was 52 × 44 mm2, whereas the core, without the transitions to SMA connectors, was 30 × 44 mm2.
Looking at Figure 4, we assume that port 1 is the input, port 2 is the direct port, port 3 is the coupled
port, and port 4 is the isolated one.

Figure 5 shows the comparison between the simulated and experimental scattering parameters
for this coupler. Figure 6 shows the measured phase difference between the direct and the coupled
port, which should be nominally 90◦. Although the designed device was quite simple, the results
showed good performances, with a good return loss over the band 10.5–12.7 GHz and a very good
balance of the transmission to the direct and the coupled ports. Performances can be further improved
by either adding some matching structures into the line connecting the SMA ports to the device core or
by using a multi-hole coupler. For both improvements, sizes, losses, and costs will be higher than the
proposed solution.
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3.2. Six-Port Directional Coupler

Another device that can easily be built with a single layer SIW is the six-port directional coupler.
Six-port directional couplers are not as common as the four-port counterparts. There are few examples
of such devices in the literature [34–36]. One reason is that the circuit is quite complex to design.
Moreover, the coupler can also be realized by combining standard four-port couplers and phase
shifters [37–42]. However, a single block six-port coupler is more convenient because it is usually
smaller and it sports a wider band. Moreover, with the proposed design, the three input ports were
placed at one side of the device and the three output ports at the other side, which was more useful.

As opposed to four-port couplers, where the coupling coefficient can be different depending on
the application, a six-port coupler is usually designed to divide the input power by three. This means
that the scattering matrix of the device is:

S =
1√
3



0 0 0 ejϕ14 ejϕ15 ejϕ16

0 0 0 ejϕ15 1 ejϕ15

0 0 0 ejϕ16 ejϕ15 ejϕ14

ejϕ14 ejϕ15 ejϕ16 0 0 0
ejϕ15 1 ejϕ15 0 0 0
ejϕ16 ejϕ15 ejϕ14 0 0 0


, (5)

where the phase φ25 is taken as reference. The simultaneous application of matching at all ports,
reciprocity, no losses, and symmetry planes gives the following phase relations [34,36]:{

1
3

(
ejϕ15 + ej(ϕ14−ϕ15) + ej(ϕ16−ϕ15)

)
ϕ14 − ϕ16 = ±(2π/3)

(6)

From Equation (6), there are only two phases that can change freely.
For this kind of device, there was not a known synthesis technique, so it had to be designed only

by optimization. The performances obtained for the X-band coupler (Figure 7) were quite good.
Figure 8a shows the experimental reflection coefficients and the isolation among input ports.

Figure 8b shows the experimental transmission coefficients. The experimental phase difference
φ14 − φ16 satisfied Equation (6) with a deviation of +5◦/−8◦, as shown in Figure 9. The return loss can
be further improved by adding more steps or irises in the waveguides connecting SMA ports to the
core of the device. This approach was used, for example, in [34,35]. However, this increased the final
size of the coupler.
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3.3. Magic Tee

The Magic Tee is, in practice, a directional coupler with 3 dB coupling, where the signals at the
output ports are in opposition of phase. The device can also be used to make the sum and the difference
of two input signals, so it is very important for many applications, for example, radars and mixers.
The scattering matrix of the ideal Magic Tee follows [43]:

S =
−j√

2


0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 −1
0 1 −1 0

, (7)

where port 1 is the sum port and port 4 is the difference one.
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The standard waveguide Magic Tee is a 3D component, being a combination of an H-plane
junction and an E-plane junction [43]. Therefore, it cannot be easily built using a single layer substrate.
In the literature there were three different approaches to solve this problem. The first one made use of
two different substrates [44–46], the second approach consisted of connecting the sum and difference
circuits by means of a slotline, and the third approach made use of a phase shifter to adjust the phase
of one output [47,48]. In the first case, the device had to be built by attaching together two substrates,
using screws for example. This made the device more complicated and expensive. However, the
frequency response was usually better in terms of bandwidth and isolation, with respect to single
layer implementations.

In [46], a double-layer magic tee was designed starting from the H-plane T junction (Figure 10a).
This junction matched well and contained a small slot that was used to connect the difference port
fabricated in another board (Figure 10b). The isolation between sum and difference ports was enforced
by the different field symmetries when the ports were excited. The two boards were then attached
with screws (Figure 11). In the figure, port 1 is the sum port and port 4 is the difference one.
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Figure 11. Assembled double-layer Magic tee.

The final size of the device, with the transitions to SMA connectors, was 60 × 60 mm2, whereas
the core of the coupler without the connectors was 32 × 25 mm2. Figure 12 shows the experimental
reflection and transmission coefficients. With this simple design, a return loss of at least 12 dB can be
obtained over the band 10.5 GHz–12.7 GHz. The transmission from the difference port to the output
ports (i.e., S24 and S34) was affected by additional losses due to the additional length of the waveguide.
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Figure 13 shows the isolation among the ports. As expected, the isolation between the sum and
difference (S41) port was higher.
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A solution based on the second approach is shown in Figure 14. In this case, the device was built
into a single layer, and the H-plane and E-plane junctions were connected by using a slotline between
them (Figure 14b).
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The device was designed in two steps, using the same method of the double-layer magic tee. First,
the H-plane junction was optimized with an aperture to make space for the slotline. This aperture
was narrow enough in order to avoid any power leakage when the sum port was excited. Then, the
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E-plane junction was connected using the slotline. This solution was simpler to build compared to the
double-layer one, but had some drawbacks. The slotline was not enclosed, so the device suffered from
radiation loss. In this view, we could expect more losses when the field in the slotline was excited, i.e.,
when the difference port was fed. Moreover, the band was narrower when compared to the double
layer implementation. On the other hand, the isolation was very good, especially between the sum
and difference ports, because it was enforced by field symmetry. The final size of the device was
70 × 70 mm2, whereas the core without the transitions to SMA connectors was 37× 37 mm2. Figure 15
shows the experimental reflection and transmission coefficients of the prototype. Figure 16 shows the
isolation among ports.
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4. Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) Antennas

The use of SIW technology appears to be very interesting in producing low profile, light, and
low-cost antennas. However, the design of high gain, squint-less, and very wide band SIW antennas can
be quite challenging. There are some methods to achieve this, for example, by using slot arrays [49] or
by using cavity-backed patches [50–53]. In most cases, the performances obtained by SIW antennas are
lower compared to their rectangular waveguide counterparts [54–58]. However, substrate integrated
waveguides are gaining a lot of attention for their fabrication of low profile and low-cost antennas for
5G applications [59,60], where standard waveguides are not practical. In particular, the gain of the
antenna is a trade-off since it increases linearly as the area of the antenna increases, while it decreases
exponentially with the length of the transmission lines as a result of losses. In this view, for a given
substrate, it is not convenient to make very big antennas because, above a certain size, the gain actually
decreases with increasing dimensions. On the other hand, when the radiating slots and the BFN are on
the same substrate layer, the crossing between them must be avoided. The radiating elements must
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be far enough from the discontinuities in order to avoid asymmetries in the radiation pattern. In this
view, very good results can be obtained with the example illustrated in the following [61].

Since the band of the antenna was in the interval from 10.7 GHz to 12.7 GHz, the antenna must be
squint-less over a very wide range of frequencies. This means that traveling wave antennas cannot be
used, since they are affected by the variation of the squint of the main lobe as the frequency changes.
Also, resonating subarrays made by several radiating elements cannot be used, since their band
is limited.

The basic idea to satisfy the specifications was the use of special radiating slots that offered a
wideband response that was connected using a SIW BFN. The basic brick of the antenna was the 4 × 2
element shown in Figure 17. The relatively high dielectric permittivity of the Taconic RF-35 substrate
was exploited to shrink the network in such a way that the distance between two adjacent slots was
less than half the wavelength (in the free space), thus avoiding the grating lobes.
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Figure 17. Basic 4 × 2 antenna block in SIW technology.

In order to obtain good radiation over a very wide band, the single radiating element was
composed of two slots and a cylindrical metallic post (Figure 17). The two radiating slots were called
“active” and “passive”. The active slot resonant length depended on the offset with respect to the
center of the waveguide [62]. The passive slot was positioned at the center of the waveguide. It could
radiate thanks to the active slot and the metallic post, since they perturbed the field inside the SIW. The
lengths of the slots were similar, but their resonant frequency was different because of the different
offset from the center line [63,64], thus widening the band with respect to the single radiating slot. The
position of the small metallic post was then used to enhance the radiation from both slots.

The 4 × 2 arrays were then connected by using a single layer SIW network in order to realize
a uniform array, thus generating a broadside main lobe. Figure 18 shows the built array that was
composed of 32 × 16 radiating slots. The final size of the antenna was 352 × 352 mm2. The antenna
was designed using a standard a commercial simulator (Ansys HFSS) for the SIW network and a
home-made software for the external part [65]. The latter takes into account the radiation from all the
slots into the free space and the mutual coupling among them.
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The measured radiation pattern is shown in Figure 19, while the variation of the main lobe
with frequency is shown in Figure 20. The results show that the main lobe was almost fixed with
the frequency.Appl. Sci. 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 19 
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(a) E-plane; (b) H-plane.

The gain of the antenna was 25 dB and it was almost constant from 10.7 GHz to 12.7 GHz. The
value was slightly lower than expected from simulations (27 dB), probably because of higher losses
than expected in the substrate.

5. New Trends (Empty SIW)

One of the recent trends in SIW technology is the so-called empty substrate integrated waveguide
(ESIW) or air-filled SIW [66,67]. In practice, because of the high losses of the dielectric, even when
a very expensive one was used, this solution created an empty waveguide inside a PCB in order to
reduce losses and maintain the other characteristics of SIWs. There were some attempts to build empty
SIWs in the literature. For example, in [68], the structure was made by stacking printed boards between
two metallic covers, but this solution was not advantageous over a device made by a machined block
of aluminum or copper. In [69], another solution was proposed. However, a part of the EM field
was inside a dielectric material, so that the dielectric losses were not negligible and the advantage of
the solution was limited. Very recently [70–75] other solutions have been proposed, but they used
screws to close the final prototype. For example, in [71] a sandwich of three substrates was proposed,
where the middle one was machined in order to create the empty waveguide. The upper and lower
substrates can be made of low-cost material, such as FR4, whereas the middle layer was made of
more expensive material (Rogers RT/duroid 6002®). Moreover, the authors did not specify how the
sandwich of layers was glued. Also, many transitions between planar waveguides (i.e., microstrips or
coplanar waveguides) and empty SIW have been designed [76–81].

The devices obtained by those methods were produced by using different processes, so they were
not suitable for mass production. Moreover, the use of screws did not ensure the perfect planarity of
the device and increased the size and weight, thus weakening the advantages of SIWs.
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In order to overcome these problems, a solution to build empty waveguides embedded in a single
dielectric layer has been presented in [82]. With this solution, low loss and low-cost devices can be
made, while maintaining the compatibility with standard PCB processes.

The waveguide was built by using a stack of two substrates (Figure 21). The main substrate was
thicker (2 mm in this case) and it was milled to build the waveguide. Then, a layer of copper was
deposited by using chemical deposition or electroplating, depending on the thickness needed. Of
course, the width of the milled waveguide depended on the thickness of the deposited copper in
order to obtain the desired cutoff frequency. Above the main substrate a thin layer of substrate (250
um thick), metalized on both sides, was attached by using a no-flow prepreg. The prepreg itself was
worked so as to open some apertures of the same size of the waveguides in such a way to avoid the
field inside the dielectric and then to reduce losses. This gluing process was done at high pressure
and high temperature, and it was exactly the same used in the production of multi-layer PCBs. It is
worth noting that the dimensions of the holes in the main substrate and in the prepreg were chosen in
a suitable way in order to compensate any variations as a result of the gluing process. This reduced
the dielectric inside the waveguides, thus reducing losses and improving the repeatability.
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Since the prepreg was non-conductive, there was a discontinuity between the main substrate and
the cover. The electrical continuity between lower and upper substrates was then guaranteed by using
two rows of metalized via holes along the guide, similar to SIWs (Figure 22).
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Figure 22. Section of the empty SIW. FR4 substrates (green), Prepreg (dark red), and copper (orange).

Looking at Figure 22, it was apparent that the EM field was mostly inside the empty guide with
only a minimal part inside the prepreg. Moreover, the field was not inside the dielectric of the main
and secondary layers. This means that the substrate used for the device can be a common FR4, which
is low cost, rigid, and easy to machine.

The performances of the waveguide built by this process were very promising, since the losses
were lower than SIWs using very expensive substrates, such as Rogers RT/duroid®5880 or Rogers
RO3003™ (Figure 23). In this comparison, the dielectric loaded SIWs were designed so that the TE10

cut-off frequency was the same for all samples. Moreover, the conductor losses were neglected in
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order to compare only the dielectric losses. The dielectric-absent SIW was simulated using a low-cost
material (ITEQ IT-158) with the corresponding prepreg (Tuc TU-84P NF).Appl. Sci. 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  14 of 19 
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Figure 23. Comparison of the losses due to the dielectric in SIW structures with different substrates
and the proposed empty SIW [82]. Conductor losses are neglected.

It has to be stressed that the use of low-cost substrates compensates for the complexity of the
process, thus, the cost of the device is very low.

Using this technology, a resonant slotted array was also built (Figure 24). The antenna was
composed of 20 slots, each 12.82 mm in length that corresponded to a resonant frequency of 11.75 GHz.
The spacing of the slots was 25.64 mm, nearly λg/2 in the dielectric-absent SIW, and the antenna was
fed by an SMA connector placed in the middle of the array. The experimental results were in very
good agreement with simulations (Figure 25). The 15 dB bandwidth around 11.75 GHz was 100 MHz
(0.85%), and the half power beam width was nearly 8◦. These results showed that the process can be
used for the fabrication of microwave components.
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6. Conclusions

A review of some SIW components designed for DVB-S applications has been presented. The
main goals of the proposed solutions have been the cost of the devices, which should be as low as
possible, and the size of the devices, which should be as small as possible. The first goal has been
satisfied by using a Taconic RF-35 substrate.

Despite those constraints, the performances obtained by the synthesized devices are very good,
and some improvements to the proposed solutions have been also illustrated.

The proposed devices can be easily modified to work at other frequencies by simply shrinking or
enlarging them. As very general-purpose devices, they also can be used for other applications.
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